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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
For Graphing phase 2.1, the two key scope items related to File Management and Excel Integration.

1.1.1 File Management
The Graphing Governance Committee has decided to move away from a centralised database to a file-based
system. This process involves several changes to the existing storage solution:
1. Graphs will be saved in files and no longer stored in the central database.
2. The graphs in the current database will be extracted into graph files and stored in departmentspecified folders.
3. The current process of storing graphs within a central database will be decommissioned.
The move from a database-centric system to a file-based system is seen to provide the following benefits:
1. Reduce operating costs while capturing the benefits of existing technologies, resources and services
including:
i. Microsoft.
ii. the Enterprise Document Repository.
a. Existing file storage systems have organisation-wide back-ups in place and processes to
manage the data effectively, similar to the database.
b. Existing file storage systems have skilled support resources in place to maintain and administer
these systems effectively across the organisation. Key user departments do not have those
resources.
c. Leveraging Microsoft security systems and services to control user access to graph files. This is
done effectively in existing storage systems and managed by IT.
As part of this transition to a file-based system, the way revisions (now called graphs or graph tabs) are
handled within Desktop Graphing Tool has also been altered. Most notably, revisions are now handled as
individual graphs within a graph file container. This improves many of the workflows by making revisions
available on the main screen. Additionally, these changes to the way revisions/graphs are handled make it
more consistent with common desktop applications.

1.1.2 Excel Integration
In order to resolve issues with the way that Desktop Graphing Tool interacts with Microsoft Excel, the
Graphing Governance committee has decided that Excel Integration is in scope for the Desktop Graphing Tool
2.1 release. There are two key aspects of Excel Integration that are in scope for this release:
1. Data linking between Excel and Desktop Graphing Tool
2. Snapshots of data being stored within a graph file.
Data linking is primarily concerned with improving how Desktop Graphing Tool reads Excel files. This means
improving the existing functionality so users can confidently link to Excel files when creating Desktop Graphing
Tool graphs. It is also in scope to enhance the current Excel linking functionality by building new features such
as auto-expanding ranges (both horizontally and vertically) and the ability for linking across both multiple
spreadsheets and workbooks.
Data snapshots allow users to preserve a snapshot of the source data within the graph file itself. This allows
users to share graph files to users who may not have access to the source Excel file. This means that any user
[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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who has access to the graph file can modify cosmetic features of the graph without necessarily making
changes or having access to the source data.
Finally, the work in Excel Integration is also to fix several performance issues that are existing with the current
Excel Integration solution. Firstly, we will be removing the 2mb size limit for reading data from Excel linked
workbooks in addition to improving the Mathematica read times in Excel.

1.2 Scope
This document is limited to the 2.1 release. Therefore, it will cover solutions related to both the File
Management and Excel Integration scope items. Automation is out of scope for this document.
The File Management section will detail how files will be stored in the system as well as detail how the search
functionality and revisions/graphs will be handled in Desktop Graphing Tool. Additionally, the security and
access permissions that will be provided will also be explained in this document. The solution to include
integration with the Enterprise Document Repository however, is out of scope for this document as the
steering committee has decided that this is out of scope for the 2.1 release.
The Excel Integration section will detail how Desktop Graphing Tool will link to Excel files as well as explain
how users can use multiple data ranges in order to construct a dataset. Additionally, this section will explain
how Desktop Graphing Tool data snapshots will function and behave. Finally, this section will also elaborate on
the non-functional requirements, including how the solution will resolve the current loading and performance
issues with Excel files. The solution for Excel Add-In however, is out of scope for this document as the steering
committee has decided that this is out of scope for the 2.1 release.
For more detail, please review the Related Documents found in the Related Documents section.

1.3 Assumptions, constraints and dependencies
1.3.1 Assumptions
Assumption Assumption
ID

Impact if not true

A1

Desktop Graphing Tool support team will not
be supporting retrieving of deleted graph
files. This will be the responsibility of the IT
department (for network drives) or EDR
department (for the Enterprise Document
Repository) who owns the process of
restoring backups or deleted files.

Core IT processes would need to be
changed, involving multiple teams
who would need to agree on any
changes.

A2

Graphs will be renamed via either the
operating system (through Windows Explorer)
or the Enterprise Document Repository, not
through Desktop Graphing Tool.

Graphing Governance Committee
would need to approve as such
functionality in Desktop Graphing
Tool would be duplicating
functionality already available.

A3

Graphs will be deleted via either the
operation system (through Windows Explorer)
or the Enterprise Document Repository, not

Graphing Governance Committee
would need to approve as such
functionality in Desktop Graphing

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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through Desktop Graphing Tool.

Tool would be duplicating
functionality already available.

A4

Emailing a link to an open graph will work for
graphs only in network folders, as
functionality to copy “View link” or “Edit link”
already exists in the Enterprise Document
Repository.

Graphing Governance Committee
would need to approve as such
functionality in Desktop Graphing
Tool would be duplicating
functionality already available.

A5

Linking to a specific graph is nice-to-have;
linking to a graph file is sufficient.

Workflows that require links to
specific graphs will need to be
revised, or graph-specific links
investigated.

Constraint
ID

Constraint

Impact

C1

Integration with the Enterprise Document
Repository for the purpose of providing image
thumbnails for graphs yields inadequate
performance.

Desktop Graphing Tool thumbnail
previews for will not be available for
graphs stored in the Enterprise
Document Repository.

C2

Integration with the Enterprise Document
Repository for the purpose of searching for
graphs yields inadequate performance.

Desktop Graphing Tool search results
will not include graphs stored in the
Enterprise Document Repository.

C4

Security and access permissions for files
stored in network folders will be controlled
entirely by the Windows permissions assigned
through Active Directory.

Users can set permissions to graph
files in the network folders from
Windows, and not from Desktop
Graphing Tool.

C5

Security and access permissions for files
stored in the Enterprise Document Repository
will be controlled entirely by the EDR
permissions.

Users can set permissions to graph
files stored in the Enterprise
Document Repository from within it,
and not from Desktop Graphing Tool.

C6

In Windows filenames have to be unique
within a single folder.

Graph file names cannot be identical
if they are placed within a single
network folder.

1.3.2 Constraints

1.3.3 Dependencies
Desktop Graphing Tool depends on a specific version of Mathematica being installed on the client workstation.
Mathematica is released along with Desktop Graphing Tool to ensure this dependency is always met.

1.4 Unresolved



Note that the screenshots used to illustrate the solution are only representative of the design and
small details may vary.
The graph transition plan is yet to be finalised with each department.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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2

GLOSSARY

Term/Abbreviation

Definition

Data Block

A rectangular set of rows & columns representing a set of data, which may or may not
include headers.

Data Link

A reference to an external range of data (eg. cells in a Excel workbook), from which a
data block can be retrieved.

Expandable

Indicates that a range of cells will increase in size over time (vertically or horizontally).

Graph

Illustrates one or more data series, includes all graph objects and is bordered by the
graph frame.

Graph Author

The creator of the Desktop Graphing Tool graph as recorded by the system.

Graph Description

The description of the Desktop Graphing Tool graph as assigned by the user.

Graph File

A graph file contains one or more graphs.

Graph Title

The title of the Desktop Graphing Tool graph as assigned by the user.

Network folder

A folder setup on the network, as opposed to a local folder which is setup on the local
PC.

Personal network
folder

The user’s personal network folder, usually designated by H:.

Desktop Graphing
Tool

The in-house graphing application solution used to generate graphs to organisation
standards.

Tag

A non-hierarchical keyword or term assigned to a graph, which helps describe the
graph and allows it to be found again by searching.

Thumbnail preview /
image

A small graphical representation of a Desktop Graphing Tool graph.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3

SOLUTION OVERVIEW – FILE MANAGEMENT

3.1 Main Screen
File Description
Edit Button

Updated
Menus
Revision
Details

Editable Revision
Description and Notes

Graph
Tabs
New Status Bar Location

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]

Figure 1: Updated Main Screen for File Management
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New and updated functionality:
Updated File Menu

Revised to be more consistent with standard File menus.

File Description Edit
Button

Opens the File Properties dialog where the File Description can be edited. This differentiates it from the
Graph description, which can be edited in the context of a specific graph. More details in section 3.9.4.

Graph Details

Additional details about the current graph. Includes when the graph was created & updated, and by
whom. A graph counter is also provided to save users referring to tabs at the bottom of the screen for
context.

Editable Graph
Description and Notes

Metadata about the current graph can now be updated in place on the main screen. Notes has been
added for lengthier details about the graph (eg. how it is generated or interpreted). More details in
section 3.9.4.

New Status Bar Location

The status bar has been relocated to a more standard location which is more space-efficient. It still
provides a visual cue to attract the attention of the user when required, similar to the current status
bar.

Graph Tabs

Graphs (formerly Revisions) within a graph file are now presented as tabs, similar to Excel. The user can
now easily switch between them. More details in section 3.9.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.2 File Menu
The File Menu has been updated in order to be consistent with the updated file system as well as to cater for updated workflows (See Section 4.4).

Figure 2: Updated File Menu

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]

New

Opens a new blank graph file (Without closing the existing file)

Open…

Opens the File Browser allowing the user to browse through
the shared network drive for a .gph file.

Search…

Opens the Search window to search and open a new graph
file.

Recent Files

Lists the last 10 graph files that were opened in Desktop
Graphing Tool, in a submenu to the right.

Close

Closes the open file.

Save…

Opens a save dialog that saves any changes made to the file.

Save As…

Opens a save dialog to saves a file to a new .gph file.

Copy File Link

This copies a link (network path) to the current Graph file to
the clipboard for pasting elsewhere. Users who click the link
are shown the last modified graph when the file opens.

Properties…

Open the File Properties dialog where the user can set the File
Description and Department for the graph file.

Print…

Opens the print dialog to print the current graph.

Exit

Closes the application
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3.3 Graph Files
Desktop Graphing Tool 2.1 utilises existing network drives to store graphs in files. Each graph file will have one or more graphs in it (more on graph tabs in section
3.9). Each graph within the file will have data source information, a snapshot of the data plus all the plotting options and other graph details. The file extension will
be gph (eg. ‘mygraph.gph’) and the sensitive parts of the file will be encrypted to prevent tampering.
This new approach means graph files can be managed in the same way as Excel or Word files. The existing database access settings (‘organisationWide’,
‘Department’ and ‘Private’) will be replaced by windows folder permissions. Each department will be able to organise their graph files into whatever folder
structure suits their business processes.

3.4 Graph Transition Plan
The details of the graph transition plan are yet to be negotiated with each department, however the approach below is being proposed:
Graph File Locations
 Graph files for each department will be exported into a folder on their network drive (eg. I:\Graphs)
 Departments are responsible for organising their exported graphs into an appropriate folder hierarchy
 A copy of all organisation-wide graphs will be placed in a subfolder under each department folder to be organised or
cleaned up as required by each department.
 Private graphs will be exported to the department graphs folder under a sub-folder named for the author
Graph Metadata
 Graph titles will be retained as graph file names (with duplicates differentiated by an incremental number)
 Other graph metadata (eg. description) will be included in the file metadata as part of the transition
 Graph/Revision descriptions over 200 characters will be duplicated to the Notes field
Figure 3: Proposed Folder Structure

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.5 Graph File Opening and Saving
3.5.1

Opening a Graph by Browsing from Desktop Graphing Tool

Selecting Open… displays the File Open dialog. Graph Files can be located using a standard Windows File Browsing dialog, enhanced with a graph preview pane on
the right.

Preview of LastUpdated Graph

Graph File Details

Figure 4: Desktop Graphing Tool File Browser

Standard Windows
File Browsing

Once a graph file is selected, a preview of the last-updated graph is shown on the right (always 335 pixels wide), with file details listed below it. Selecting Open
opens the selected graph file in Desktop Graphing Tool, with individual graphs appearing as tabs at the bottom of the main screen (see Figure 1: Updated Main
Screen for File Management).

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.5.2 Opening a Graph File by Searching within Desktop Graphing Tool
3.5.2.1 Search Window
Selecting Search… from the File Menu displays the Search window

Keyword Search

Date
Range
Filters

Refresh
Search
Index

Graph
File
Results

Filter
Menu

Graphs for
Selected
File

Preview
Image

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]

Figure 5: Desktop Graphing Tool Search Window
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The Search window has been designed from scratch to help users find the specific graph they need as quickly as possible with minimal interaction required. In the
majority of cases, typing a few relevant words in the keyword field will be sufficient for a user to quickly find the graph file they want in the list of results. It’s also
possible to view the details (and a preview) of each graph, allowing the specific graph to be located. The network locations to be searched can be configured in
User Preferences (see section 3.11). The Search scope does not include graph files in the Enterprise Document Repository.
Selecting Open opens the selected graph file in Desktop Graphing Tool, with graph tabs at the bottom of the main screen (see Figure 1: Updated Main Screen for
File Management).
Available Functionality:
Keyword Search

Any text typed in this field reduces the list of graphs displayed to only ones which have the typed word in any order in any metadata field
of the graph file or its graphs. This includes the graph ID for legacy graphs.

Refresh Search Index

Updates the index of available graphs to reflect any graph files on the network that have been changed/added/deleted since Desktop
Graphing Tool was opened or refreshed.

Date Range Filters

Entering a date in “Date From” restricts the list of graphs to show
only those created or modified after the specified date.
Entering a date in “Date To” restricts the list of graphs to show
only those created or modified after the specified date.
Date can be typed in any standard format, or selected from a date-picker control.

Graph File Results

A list of graphs that match the current search criteria. When the Search window first opens, this displays all graphs that the user has
access to. The following details are provided for each graph file listed:
1. File Name – The name of the graph file on the network drive
2. Description – The description of the graph file (set through the File Properties dialog)
3. Folder Name – The location of the file on the network drive
4. Department – The department that owns the graph file
5. Modified By – The name of the user who last modified the graph file
6. Modified Date – The date and time at which the graph file was last modified
The user can sort columns by clicking on the corresponding header (click again to reverse the sort order). Columns can be resized, though
the size will reset next time the Search window opens.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Graphs for Selected
File

A list of all graphs contained in the currently selected file. The following details are provided for each graph listed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Graph Name – The name of the graph within the graph file
Description – The description of the graph (set through the main screen)
Modified By – The name of the user who last modified the graph
Modified Date – The date and time at which the graph was last modified

Graphs which match the search criteria are highlighted. The last-updated graph is selected by default.
The user can sort columns by clicking on the corresponding header (click again to reverse the sort order). Columns can be resized, though
the size will reset next time the Search window opens.
Preview Image

A preview image is shown of the currently selected graph.

Filter Menu

A drop-down menu that allows specific filters to be added to the keyword search field.
Filters can be added for:
 File Name
 File Description
 Graph Name
 Graph Description
 Created By
 Created Before (type any standard date format or use a date picker)
 Created After (type any standard date format or use a date picker)
 Modified By
 Modified Before (type any standard date format or use a date picker)
 Modified After (type any standard date format or use a date picker)
Once a filter is added, the user can enter a value and only graph files with that value
in the selected field are listed. Multiple filters can be added and used in conjunction
with general keywords (as shown on the right). Additional filters are available for other
metadata fields (e.g. legacy graph ID) but only the most useful are shown in the menu.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.5.3 Open Graph File by Browsing in Window Explorer
Graph Files can also be located using a standard Windows Explorer window. Opening a graph file in this way starts Desktop Graphing Tool (if it isn’t already
running) and opens the file as normal.

Figure 6: List of graph files in Windows Explorer

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.5.4 Saving a Graph File
3.5.4.1 File Menu
Selecting Save As… displays the save dialog. As per standard behaviour for Windows applications: If the file has not been saved
previously selecting Save also opens the Save dialog; however if the file has been saved previously, selecting Save saves the file in
the existing location without any further interaction required.

3.5.4.2 Save Dialog
The Save dialog is a standard Windows file saving dialog. Users can browse to the
appropriate location, enter a file name and select Save.
The user is then returned to the main screen with their graph open.
Note: The user can browse to any location but the Save button is only enabled
when browsing a shared network drive. This means users cannot save graphs to
their local machine or private network drive. Graph files can be opened from
these disallowed locations (which include email attachments) but they cannot be
saved there. This restriction is required by the Graphing Project Governance
Committee.

Figure 7: Desktop Graphing Tool Dialog

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.6 File Properties Dialog
The File Properties dialog provides general information about the file and allows the user to set the File Description and Department of graph. It also provides a
view of the audit-log, which records a history of actions on the file (i.e. who made a change and when). Note that the audit-log history does not extend back
further than the migration – it starts from the time the graph file is created. As part of the file, it will be overwritten or deleted when the file is.

Figure 8: File Properties and Audit Log Dialog

3.7 Copying Panels (formerly Partial Open)
If the user wishes to copy a panel from one graph to another, they can right-click on the panel in the source graph and select Copy. They can then right-click the
target panel in the destination graph and select Paste. The copied panel replaces the panel being pasted into. These copy and paste actions are also available from
the menu bar.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.8 Graph File In Use
If a user attempts to open a graph file that is already open elsewhere, they receive a prompt informing them who has the
file open and asking if they wish to open the graph in read-only mode (see Error! Reference source not found.).
This behaviour means that multiple graphs within a file cannot be edited by different users simultaneously. In cases where
this concurrent editing is necessary, the graphs can be stored as separate files within a folder instead.
For convenience, a file-in-use icon is shown on the Search screen next to any graph file that is currently in use by another
user. Similarly, in the Open File dialog an indicator is shown to inform the user if the selected file is currently in use.
If a user edits the graph in read-only mode and tries to save it, the Save As dialog is shown so that they can save their
version to a different location. They can select the original file and overwrite it, but if they choose to do this a prompt is
shown warning them that another user may lose changes.

Figure 11: File-In-Use prompt on file open

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]

Figure 9: File-in-use icon on Search
Figure
9: File-in-use
10:
File-in-useicon
iconon
onSearch
Search
screen

Figure 10: File-in-use indicator in File Open dialog
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3.9 Graph Tabs
Graphs (formerly Revisions) are now available as tabs within graph files, so the user can move easily between graphs simply by clicking on the graph tab. This
works similarly to sheets within an Excel workbook. Each graph is an independent with its own data and plotting options. The user can search for both graph files
and graphs using the Search feature (see section 3.5.2). Graph name and description are now visible and editable directly from main screen. Additionally, by using
the mouse to hover over each graph tab, a preview image of the graph and the graph description will be displayed above the tab.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.9.1 Duplicating an Existing Graph
Users can duplicate an existing graph to make a new graph. The process to do this is as below:

1. Right-click on the tab for the graph to be duplicated.
2. Select ‘Duplicate’.

3. The duplicate graph appears as a new tab. The title of the graph is highlighted in black
indicating that graph can be renamed. The title will be differentiated from the existing graph
by adding “ (2)” to the end).

(eg.

4. Enter a name for the new graph.
(Note: Two graphs within the same graph file cannot have the same name)

5. The new graph is identical to the one being duplicated and can be modified entirely independently.

6. The new graph will be saved the next time the graph file is saved.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.9.2 Adding a New Graph
Users may want to add a new graph to create from scratch, rather than duplicating an existing one. The process to do this is as below:

1. With a graph file open on the main screen, select the ‘new tab’

icon.

2. A new graph now appears, as a new tab. The graph is given a default name, which is
highlighted so the correct name can be typed in to replace it.

3. Enter a name for the new graph
(Note: Two graphs within the same graph file cannot have the same name)

4. The added graph is brand new and will be saved the next time the file is saved.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.9.3 Renaming an Existing Graph
In order to rename an existing graph:
1. Right click on the tab of the graph to be renamed.

2. Select Rename.

3. Title of the graph is highlighted so that the new name can be typed in to
replace it.

4. Enter a new name for the graph
(Note: Two graphs within the same graph file cannot have the same name)

5. Renamed graph will be saved the next time the file is saved.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.9.4 Editing File and Graph Information
There are several metadata fields now editable directly from the
main screen:
 File Description
 Graph Description
 A new Notes field
There are also several informational fields visible on the main
screen:
 Graph number (current / total)
 Created By
 Created Date
 Modified By
 Modified Date.
Graph Description and Notes are normal text boxes, so the user
can directly edit these fields. However to edit the File
Description, the user must select the ‘Edit…’ button. This brings
up the File Properties dialog (also accessible from the File menu).
In this dialog, the user can directly edit the file description (see
section 3.6 for details).

Figure 13:
2: File and Revision Information

Note also that by resizing the graph output, the user can increase the amount of space available for the Notes section.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.10 Graph Menu
A Graph Menu has been added in order to provide alternative keyboard-accessible ways to use the same functionality as the context menu for graph tabs
(accessed by right-clicking on a graph tab).

Figure 14: New Revision Menu
Figure 3:

Add New

Creates a new blank graph

Rename

Change the name of the current graph

Duplicate

Creates an identical copy of the current graph

Copy to New
File

Creates a new graph file with only the current graph copied
into it

Delete

Remove the current graph from the file permanently

Copy link to
graph

Copies a graph:// link to the current graph onto the clipboard
for pasting elsewhere.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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3.11 User Preferences
Users can now configure their individual preferences in Desktop Graphing Tool to help optimise their workflow. These preferences can be viewed and changed by
selecting Options from the Tools menu. The available preferences are:
Graph Search Folders

Highest level folder(s) that will be used to search for graph files. By default this is set to the shared network drive(s), but
search performance will be improved by setting a more specific location.

Default Graph Save/Open Location

The Save and Browse dialogs in Desktop Graphing Tool will start from this location when first opened. This should be the
location here the user most often saves and loads graphs, to minimise the need for browsing between folders.

Default Excel Source File Location

This is the location where the Link Editor will browse to by default when linking to Excel files on the shared network
drive(s). It should be set to a location near where the user most commonly sources data from, to minimise browsing
between folders.

Default Export Folder

This is the default folder for graph files to be exported to when using the Ad Hoc export profile. It can be set to use the
location of the graph file. This setting will be overridden by export profiles.

Cascade Colours By Default

If set to true, the “Cascade Colours” checkbox in the Colour Wizard will be enabled by default. If false, it will be disabled.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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4

SOLUTION OVERVIEW – EXCEL INTEGRATION

4.1 Main Screen
The main screen has some changes and updated functionality that are related to the changes brought on by Excel Integration. These changes are explained below.

Updated Generate Button

Data Retrieved
Timestamp

Opens Link
Manager

Paste Data button

Snapshot Lock

Figure 15: Main Screen
[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Paste Data Button

This button allows the user to easily paste data into the data grid without adding additional clicks.

Date Retrieved
Timestamp

This provides the user with information regarding the last time that the graph had been updated.

Snapshot Lock

This button acts as a switch between locked and unlocked modes for a graph. Please refer to section 4.6 for more detail.

Updated Generate
Button

If a graph has linked data sources, the generate button refreshes the linked data in addition to the other changes that are more
standard with the graph.

Manage Links…

This opens up the Data Link Manager. Please see section 4.2 for more details.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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4.2 Link Manager
The Link Manager shows all of the linked Excel ranges for the current graph. It is accessed through the “Manage Links…” button on
the main screen. Multiple Excel ranges can be linked to one graph, and the data blocks retrieved from each link are stitched
together horizontally. See section 4.4 for a detailed explanation of horizontal data stitching.

Add Datablock

Delete datablock

Datablock Details

Reorder Datablocks

Edit Datablock…
Figure 16: Data Link Manager

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Add Datablock

This brings up the Excel Link Editor which prompts the user to add an Excel file as a data link. For more details please see
section 4.3

Edit Datablock

This button prompts the user to edit the selected datablock by opening up the Excel link editor and the associated Excel file.
For more details please see section 4.3.

Delete Datablock

This button prompts the user to delete the selected datablock;.

Reorder Datablocks

This button allows the user to reorder the datablocks. For more details on why this is important, please see section 4.4

Datablock Details

This section displays the list of datablocks that are linked to the graph file. The following details are provided for each
datablock.
1. Type – This column displays type of datablock that is being added. For this release, Excel is the only accepted file type.
2. Source – This column displays the file location of the Workbook that contains the datablock. This could be a location on
a network drive or other file locations such as the Enterprise Document Repository
3. Details – This provides details of a particular Excel datablock including
i. Worksheet
ii. Cell Range
4. Options – This column displays unique options for a particular graph. In this release, this column will only display range
expansion options (none, expand down and expand right).

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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4.3 Excel Link Editor
The Excel Link Editor allows the user to specify a range of cells in particular Excel file to be pulled in for use in the graph. It can link to Excel files on a shared
network drive or in the Enterprise Document Repository, and detect headers automatically. It also provides the option to automatically expand the selection when
refreshed if new data is in the Excel file. The specific features of this window are described in more detail below.

File opens in
Excel

Option: Manual
Header Ranges

Select a location

Option: Range
Expansion
Figure 17: Excel Link Editor

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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4.3.1 Selecting an Excel file
The first step when adding an Excel link is to select the Excel file that the data will be retrieved from. There are three ways to do this in the link editor (selected
using the File Location drop-down menu):
 Network Drive – This allows the user to browse for (or paste in the location of) an Excel file on a shared network drive (eg. G or I drive). A browse dialog
appears where the user can select the Excel file.



This allows the user to browse for an Excel file in the Enterprise Document Repository (or paste in a record number). A browse dialog is shown where the
user can select a file from the Enterprise Document Repository.



Currently Open In Excel – This allows the user to select an Excel file on a network drive that is currently open in Excel, to save the user browsing to the
location or copying the path. This does not include workbooks that have never been saved, or files stored in the Enterprise Document Repository. A dropdown list of file names is shown, labelled “Open Files”.

Note that all standard Excel formats are supported: XLSX, XLSM, XLSB and XLS.

4.3.2 Selecting Ranges
Once a file has been selected (or when an existing link is edited from the Link Manager) the Excel file opens in Excel behind the Excel Link Editor. Then once the
Range Selector button (to the right of the Excel Range field) has been clicked, the user can drag across a range of cells in the open Excel file to specify a rectangular
[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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range. The whole range should be selected, including headers. Note that hidden cells and table filters are not considered – all cells in the specified range are
retrieved.
To select a named range in the Excel file (rather than an explicit range of cells), use the Range Selector button and
choose the Named Range from the Named Range list in the open Excel sheet. The user can also paste the name of the
range into the Excel Range field. Selecting cells within a pivot table works as normal – Desktop Graphing Tool will
retrieve the latest data from the range of cell specified.

4.3.3 Header Detection
With Header Ranges set to Auto-Detect, Desktop Graphing Tool automatically detects where the row and column headers are (if present) in the selected range. It
then fills in the Data Range, Column Header Range and Row Header Range fields accordingly.
If the user wishes to alter the headers, or if they are detected incorrectly, the Header Ranges option can be changed to Manual Selection. This enables the Data
Range, Column Header Range and Row Header Range fields to be set manually (by clicking the Range Selector button and dragging a selection in Excel) if required.

4.3.4 Range Expansion
The Range Expansion option controls whether Desktop Graphing Tool should automatically find additional data when refreshing. There are 3 options available:
 Down – This option expands the selection downwards from the specified range if new data are found directly below it. Multiple rows are added until a
blank row is found (ignoring any values to the left or right of the range).
 Across – This option expands the selection to the right from the specified range if new data are found directly to the right of it. Multiple columns are
added until a blank column is found (ignoring any rows above or below the selected range).
 Down and Across – This combines the two behaviours above to include new columns and rows found to the right of and below the selected range,
respectively. Note that expansion downward is applied first, then expansion to the right. The expansion is only applied once in each direction per refresh.
Header ranges are expanded along with the data range, and any new headers appear in the data grid on the main screen. However labels and legends on the
graph aren’t automatically updated, so the user still needs to complete this step.
The range that was originally specified for the link is not updated by this feature. The range is expanded relative to the original selection on every refresh.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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4.4 Data Stitching
When multiple data blocks are linked through the Link Manager, they are stitched horizontally side by side in the data grid. There is no intelligent matching (eg. on
dates or row headers) in this version of Desktop Graphing Tool, so users need to ensure that the data blocks line up correctly by preparing the data in Excel where
required. The order in which the links appear in the Link Manager determines the order in which the data blocks are stitched together. Row headers from the first
data block only are used – any row headers in subsequent blocks are discarded.

Stitched Data
Data Block 1

Data Block 2

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Data blocks of uneven size are aligned at the top, with space at the bottom being filled with blank values.

Data Block 1

Data Block 2

Stitched Data
(appears in data grid
on main screen)

4.5 Data Grid Features
4.5.1 Shortcut to Access Source Data
When a user is working with linked Excel data; if they double click a cell within the data grid, this will bring up the associated source spreadsheet in edit mode.

4.5.2 Data Transformations (Not available when linking)
As with previous versions of Desktop Graphing Tool, transformation features that are available when pasting data into Desktop Graphing Tool (such as date
tweaking and data transpositions) are not available when using Excel linking. It is recommended that any data tweaks, transpositions or other transformations are
made within Excel when using Excel linking. Note that when working with pasted data, columns that are disabled will now remain disabled next time the graph is
opened.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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4.6 Data Snapshots
Data snapshots allow graphs to store a copy of the linked source data within the file itself. This means that even if a user doesn’t have access to the source data of
a graph file, they can still view and modify the graph file. This can be used for archiving, sharing and support purposes.

4.6.1 Unlocked State
In the default unlocked state, users can add/modify data links or paste data into the data grid. Users can tell that they are in unlocked mode when the lock switch
is green and showing an open lock symbol (shown below). Additionally, users can see when the graph’s data was last retrieved.

4.6.2 Unlocked State with Data Update Available

Time of last
data update

Unlocked
lock switch

Figure 18: Unlocked Main Screen

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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When the source data of a graph is updated, Desktop Graphing Tool automatically detects this and informs the user (see the indicator below). By simply selecting
the ‘Generate’ button, the graph and data grid will both be updated to include the refreshed data (ensuring they are always in sync). At this point, the timestamp
indicating the last time the data was retrieved will also be updated.

“Update Available”
indicating new data
Refreshes the linked data
and generates the graph

Figure 21: Unlocked Main Screen with Update Available

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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4.6.3 Locked State
If the lock switch (shown below) is selected while in unlocked mode, the graph is put in locked mode (indicated by the icon changing from green to red and the
lock symbol closing). Note that graphs can be locked and unlocked at any time by clicking the lock switch. There are several changes to a graph when it is in locked
mode:
 The data grid is greyed out and not editable
 The paste button is disabled, meaning the user cannot paste data into the data grid
 The generate button will not refresh the data, although any changes to the plotting options will be reflected when a user selects generate.
 The user can still select the Manage Links button in order to view the Excel links in the link manager, but it will be in locked state (uneditable)

Generates without
refreshing data
Locked
Data Grid

Paste Data disabled
when locked

Red Snapshot Lock
indicates locked mode

Figure 22: Locked Main Screen
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4.6.4 Locked State – Data Link Manager
When a user selects the manage links button, this will bring up the link manager. However, as the graph is in locked mode, the links are only viewable and the
buttons relating to the links are not clickable. Additionally, the title bar also indicates that the link manager is locked. The ‘Cancel’ button is still clickable however,
and will take the user back to the main screen.

Figure 23: Locked Data Link Manager
[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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5

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS – FILE MANAGEMENT

5.1 Network Folders – Opening, Saving and Browsing
Note that a department has the responsibility of ensuring it’s governance rules are being followed by staff using Desktop Graphing Tool, including saving graphs to
private network folders.

Req ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

Required to open graphs stored
in network folders without
having to navigate to the
network folder first.

2.1

Instead of the template viewer, the user will be able to access saved graphs
using a Windows styled file open dialog. See 3.5.1.

FR-1-1

The user can browse for and open a
previously saved Desktop Graphing
Tool graph file entirely within the
Desktop Graphing Tool user
interface.

Part of standard Windows
functionality. Provides flexibility
to the user in terms of graphopening options.

2.1

In addition to browsing through the Desktop Graphing Tool, users will be
able to access saved graphs through Windows Explorer. See 3.5.3.

FR-1-2

The user can browse and open a
previously saved Desktop Graphing
Tool graph file from Windows
Explorer.

Mandatory for saving graphs in
file format.

2.1

FR-1-3

The user can save a graph file in a
Desktop Graphing Tool file format to
a network folder to which they have
write access to.

Instead of saving a graph to the Desktop Graphing Tool database, users will
be able to save as a .gph file to a network folder they have write access to.
See 3.5.4.
There will be controls preventing users from saving to their private drives
and folders. See 3.5.4.2.

FR-1-4

Against organisation wide
information management
policy.

2.1

The user cannot save a Desktop
Graphing Tool graph file to their local
PC using Desktop Graphing Tool.

This saves a user clicks and time
by not having to first open a file
to see a preview of the graph.

2.1

FR-1-5

When browsing through the Desktop
Graphing Tool user interface, a
thumbnail preview will be displayed
to the user for a Desktop Graphing

When users browse through Desktop Graphing Tool and highlight a graph
file, the last modified graph within the graph file will appear next to the
highlighted graph. See section 3.5.1.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Req ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

To display enough information
on the thumbnail preview to
avoid having to open the file in
the majority of circumstances.

2.1

FR-1-6

When browsing, thumbnail previews
should be at least the same
dimensions (height and width) of the
current previews in Desktop
Graphing Tool – approx. 335 pixels
wide by 275 pixels high.

Preview is fixed at 335 pixels wide, but height varies depending on aspect
ratio. If the image height then exceeds the available height in the dialog
window, the image will be scaled down to fit. See 3.5.1

Saves clicks for a user with a
graph file open, rather than
navigating away to the network
folder to copy the location they
can copy directly from within
Desktop Graphing Tool.

2.1

Network location link will be available to be copied from the File menu. See
3.2.

FR-1-7

If a graph file is open in the Desktop
Graphing Tool user interface, the
user can copy to the clipboard the
network location of the opened
graph file. This is performed entirely
within the Desktop Graphing Tool
user interface.

Saves the user time and mouse
clicks browsing or searching for
recently used graphs.

2.1

FR-1-8

A list of recently used graph file (limit
not specified) by the user will be
visible. When selecting any one of
the graph files in the list, it will open
in Desktop Graphing Tool.

This recently used function will work similarly to the recently used function
in MS applications e.g. Word and Excel. It is access through the File menu
under Recent Files. Up to 10 recently opened files will be listed, numbered
for keyboard accessibility. See 3.2.

Saves the user time and mouse
clicks browsing to the folder
where the graph is located, if
this is their desired export
folder.

Deferred

Descoped

FR-1-9

When exporting graphs to any image
format, the default folder can be the
folder which holds the currently
opened graph file.

Saves the user time and mouse
clicks, having to navigate to the
department folder when this
folder or a sub-folder of it is
being used to save graphs to.

Deferred

Descoped

FR-1-10

Each department in the organisation
will have a default folder to which
graph files are to be saved. This can
be set for each department
independent of other departments.

FR-1-11

If a graph is currently opened for

Two users cannot edit a graph

2.1

The system will popup a dialog box that indicates who has currently locked

Tool graph file prior to opening a file,
for any graph stored on a network
folder.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Req ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

editing by another user, and a user
opens the graph using Desktop
Graphing Tool:
The graph will be opened in read only
mode.

at the same time.

This information is required to
help prevent the user from
editing the graph to realise later
it is in read only mode.

2.1

As per solution for FR-1-11. Please see section 3.8

FR-1-12

If a graph is currently opened for
editing by another user, and a user
opens the graph using Desktop
Graphing Tool:
The system will indicate that the
graph is being edited by another user
as soon as possible.

This information may assist
users in determining who has a
graph open in order to
determine whether that person
can close the open graph.

2.1

As per above solution for FR-1-12. Please see section 3.8

FR-1-13

If a graph is currently opened for
editing by another user, and a user
opens the graph using Desktop
Graphing Tool:
The system will indicate the name (in
format as provided by Windows
Active Directory) of the user who is
editing it.

the graph file for editing, and will give users the option to open the file in
read-only mode. Please see section 3.8

5.2 Network Folders – Searching from within Desktop Graphing Tool
ReqID

FR-2-1

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

Searching is faster and more
convenient for some users as
opposed to hierarchical
navigation. Some graphs will be
stored in the user’s personal

2.1

The user can search for saved
graphs in their personal network
folder.

No longer applicable as graph files are not to be stored in personal
network drives.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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network folder.

FR-2-2

The user can search for saved
graphs in their department’s
default graphing network folder.

Searching is faster and more
convenient for some users as
opposed to hierarchical
navigation. Some graphs will be
stored in the department’s
network folder.

FR-2-3

The user can search for graphs by
Graph Author.

Required for faster location of a
graph.

2.1

The user can search by the name of the user who created or modified
the graph (and can specify which if necessary). See 3.5.2.1.

FR-2-4

The user can search for graphs by
Graph Title.

Required for faster location of a
graph.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.5.2.1.

FR-2-5

The user can search for graphs by
Graph Description.

Required for faster location of a
graph.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.5.2.1.

The user can search for graphs date
of creation (at least to the
granularity of month and year).

Required for faster location of a
graph.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.5.2.1.

FR-2-6
FR-2-7

Search results must display the
Graph Author of each graph.

If able to search by this field it
should be displayed.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.5.2.1.

FR-2-8

Search results must display the
Graph Title of each graph.

If able to search by this field it
should be displayed.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.5.2.1.

FR-2-9

Search results must display the
Graph Description of each graph.

If able to search by this field it
should be displayed.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.5.2.1.

Search results must display the
created date of each graph (at least
FR-2-10
to the granularity of month and
year).

If able to search by this field it
should be displayed.

2.1

Search results will show the Last Modified date of each graph, as the
nominated users indicated this would be more useful. See 3.5.2.1.

The user can sort search results by
FR-2-11 any field displayed either in
ascending or descending order.

Allows for faster interpretation
of search results.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.5.2.1.

The user can assign multiple
FR-2-12 custom tags to an individual graph
at one time.

These custom tags are required
to enable searching for graphs
by tags.

Deferred

Out of scope.

These custom tags allow the
department flexibility when

Deferred

Out of scope.

FR-2-13

The user can search for graphs by
any of the assigned custom tags.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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searching for graphs.
When searching, a thumbnail
preview will be displayed to the
user for a Desktop Graphing Tool
FR-2-14
graph prior to opening a file in
search results, for any graph stored
on a network folder.

This saves a user clicks and time
by not having to first open a file
to see a preview of the graph.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.5.2.1.

When searching, thumbnail
previews should be greater than or
equal to the same dimensions
FR-2-15 (height and width) of the current
previews in Desktop Graphing Tool
– approx. 335 pixels wide by 275
pixels high.

To display enough information
on the thumbnail preview to
avoid having to open the file in
the majority of circumstances.

2.1

Graph preview has been scaled to remain readable whilst fitting within
the search screen layout. See 3.5.2.1.

Desktop Graphing Tool will be able
to match full or partial words when
searching. The user does not need
to complete a full word or phrase
when searching for saved graphs in
network folders.

This saves the user typing a full
word when not necessary, and
also saves the user performing
multiple searches when they
only need to perform one. It
also allows a user more flexible
searching.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.5.2.1.

For example:
 The user may search for
all Graph Titles containing
the word “Profits”.
FR-2-16
 The system will return a
list of graphs where Graph
Title contains the word
“Profits” anywhere in the
title.
 This does not need be the
full title – so “Net Profits”
will also be returned, as
well as “organisation Net
Profits”.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Another example:
 Likewise the user may
search for “Mone”.
 The system will return
graphs where titles
contain “Mone”
anywhere in the title. The
search for “Mone” will
also include (but not be
limited to) graphs with
titles containing
“Monetary”.

5.3 Enterprise Document Repository Integration (DEFERRED)
5.4 Graph Revisions (also known as Graphs)
Requirement
ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

2.1

The user can create multiple
graphs which are stored
within a single graph file.

Users will be able to browse through multiple graphs within a graph file.
This functionality will work similarly to being able to browse through
multiple Excel worksheets within a single Excel workbook. See 3.9.

FR-4-1

Teams require variations of
graphs for the purposes of
prototyping or revisioning, and
having a single graph file
reduces manual work and
mouse clicks compared to
creating individual files for each
graph.
Teams require variations of
graphs for the purposes of
prototyping or revisioning, and
having a single graph file
reduces manual work and

2.1

FR-4-2

The user can freely modify
any of the multiple graphs in
a single graph file
independently of each other.

This functionality will work similarly to how an excel worksheet can be
edited independently of other worksheets within the same Excel
workbook. See 3.9.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Requirement
ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

mouse clicks compared to
creating individual files for each
graph
Would save some users time
and mouse clicks by previewing
the variation without having to
click on each one.

2.1

When users have opened a graph file, by mousing over each graph tab
within a graph file, they can preview the generated graph.

FR-4-3

A thumbnail image preview
is displayed for each graph in
a graph file containing
multiple graphs (size not
specified). This is visible only
after the graph file is
opened.

Only a single thumbnail is
required to be displayed per
graph, and a graph may contain
multiple variations.

2.1

In the Open dialog, the preview thumbnail will be of the most recently
modified graph within the graph file. See section 3.5.1

FR-4-4

Where a graph has multiple
variations and a single
thumbnail image of a graph
is displayed e.g. in search
results, the thumbnail
displayed will be the most
recently modified revision by
date and time.

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

Some graphs are privately
permissioned.
Existing functionality within
Windows Explorer or the EDR.

2.1

FR-5-1

Desktop Graphing Tool graph
file access can be restricted
to a particular user.

As per requirement. Existing functionality within Windows Explorer or
the Enterprise Document Repository.

Desktop Graphing Tool graph
file access can be restricted
to a particular set of users.

Some graphs are custom
permissioned.
Existing functionality within

2.1

FR-5-2

As per requirement. Existing functionality within Windows Explorer or
the Enterprise Document Repository.

In the Search window, the user can select which graph to preview
(though the last modified one will be selected by default). See 3.5.2.1.

5.5 Security and Access Permissions
Requirement
ID

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Requirement
ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

Windows Explorer or the EDR.
Some graphs department
permissioned.
Existing functionality within
Windows Explorer or the EDR.

2.1

FR-5-3

Desktop Graphing Tool graph
file access can be restricted
to a particular department.

As per requirement. Existing functionality within Windows Explorer or
the Enterprise Document Repository.

As per requirement. Existing functionality within Windows Explorer or
the Enterprise Document Repository.

FR-5-4

Some graphs require
contribution or feedback from
more than one department.
Existing functionality within
Windows Explorer or the EDR.

2.1

Desktop Graphing Tool graph
file access can be restricted
to multiple departments.

Restricts the user from viewing
graphs for which they do not
have view permissions.

2.1

As per requirement. Existing functionality within Windows Explorer or
the Enterprise Document Repository.

FR-5-5

If a user does not have view
access to a graph, the
thumbnail preview should
not be available to the user
at any time.

Not possible with network drives (and therefore not possible with
Desktop Graphing Tool Search). Can be achieved with existing
functionality in the Enterprise Document Repository.

FR-5-6

Nice to have feature which can
assist with searching when
permissions are assigned
incorrectly (a user should have
access but doesn’t, and
therefore wants to know if a file
exists).

2.1

The user should be able to
view Graph Titles by
browsing or searching for
which they do not have view
access to.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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TRANSITIONAL REQUIREMENTS – FILE MANAGEMENT

Req ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

As determined by the Graphing
Governance Committee.

2.1

The use of a database and the related template viewer for
the storage, saving and retrieval of graphs will be
decommissioned. The database itself will be preserved for
logging and other technical purposes. An archive of the
graph database will remain accessible to the support team.

TR-1

The current Desktop Graphing Tool database will be
decommissioned at an agreed point after go live of
the file-based model.

In order not to lose any existing
graphs when the database is
decommissioned.

2.1

TR-2

Existing graphs in the Desktop Graphing Tool
database will be extracted into the new Desktop
Graphing Tool file format in specified network
folders (see remaining requirements in this section).

Graph files will be exported into network folders for each
department. Departments are responsible for organising
their exported graphs into an appropriate folder hierarchy.
See 3.4.

Existing graphs in the Desktop Graphing Tool
database will be extracted into the new Desktop
Graphing Tool file format using the existing Graph
Title.

In order not to lose any existing
graphs when the database is
decommissioned.

2.1

The graphs that are currently stored in the database will
retain their names when they are migrated to the file based
system. See 3.4.

2.1

Any existing private graphs can be extracted to a
user’s personal network folder.

One of three existing permission
options for graphs is Private.
In order not to lose any existing
graphs when the database is
decommissioned.

Graphs are not to be stored on the user’s personal network
drive (Governance Committee directive).

Any existing department-wide graphs will be
extracted to the department’s default network
folder.

One of three existing permission
options for graphs is
Department.
In order not to lose any existing

2.1

TR-3

TR-4

TR-5

(Note: Files may be extracted purely with their
Graph Title or there may be sub folders created
depending on the file name. This will depend on
individual department requirements, which will
emerge closer to the date of go live from discussions
with the project team).

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]

Private graphs will be exported to the department graphs
folder under a sub-folder named for that user. See 3.4.
As per requirement. See 3.4.
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Req ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release

Solution Notes

One of three existing permission
options for graphs is
organisation wide.
In order not to lose any existing
graphs when the database is
decommissioned.

2.1

A copy of all organisation-wide graphs will be placed in a
subfolder under each departments folder to be organised or
cleaned up as required by each department. See 3.4.

Graph titles do not have to be
unique, however in Windows
filenames have to be unique
within a folder. See 1.3.2.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.4.

User should not experience loss
of information when
transitioning existing graphs
from existing implementation of
Desktop Graphing Tool to new
file management
implementation.

2.1

As per requirement. See 3.4.

graphs when the database is
decommissioned..

TR-6

Any existing organisation wide graphs will be
extracted to a temporary folder which will be setup
with organisation wide access (life of folder to be
confirmed but 3 months has been suggested).

TR-7

For existing organisation wide graphs extracted to
the same folder with identical Graph Titles, names
will need to be differentiated by the system e.g.
system may append “ (1)” or “(2)” to the end of the
file name.

TR-8

Extracted graphs will retain all existing graph
information that is present in the current Desktop
Graphing Tool implementation. For example, Title
and Description of the graph.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS – FILE MANAGEMENT

Requirement ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release Solution Notes

Backwards compatibility ensures
existing graphs not to become
redundant once a new version of the
software is introduced.

2.1

As per requirement.

NFR-1

Any graph file saved in a previous version of
Desktop Graphing Tool can be opened and
modified in a future version of Desktop
Graphing Tool.
Desktop Graphing Tool will keep an audit log
of changes to graphs inside the graph file. See
detailed requirements below.

Useful for purposes of recording a
history of changes to the graph.

2.1

NFR-2

As per requirement – stored in graph file
(which can be overwritten or deleted)

Desktop Graphing Tool will record to the
audit log the user who made changes each
time a graph file is saved.

Useful for purposes of recording a
history of changes to the graph.

2.1

NFR-3

As per requirement – stored in graph file
(which can be overwritten or deleted)

Desktop Graphing Tool will record to the
audit log the Date and Time of changes each
time a graph files is saved.

Useful for purposes of recording a
history of changes to the graph.

2.1

NFR-4

As per requirement – stored in graph file
(which can be overwritten or deleted)

Useful for purposes of recording a
history of changes to the graph.

2.1

NFR-5

Desktop Graphing Tool will give the user the
option of entering a free text comment to be
recorded to the audit log each time a graph
file is saved.

The Notes field will fulfil this purpose
where required, though it remains
editable (unlike the audit log). See 3.9.4.

Saves unnecessary mouse clicks when
no comment is required.

2.1

NFR-6

The optional comment will not introduce an
extra mouse click when it is left blank by the
user (e.g. having to closer new pop up).
Dependent on requirement NFR-5.

The Notes field meets this requirement.
See 3.9.4.

Information recorded to the audit log of a
graph will be viewable in Desktop Graphing
Tool to any user who can open the graph file.

Useful for purposes of viewing a history
of changes to the graph.

2.1

NFR-7

As per requirement – Available under File
-> Properties… in Desktop Graphing Tool.
See section 3.6.

Desktop Graphing Tool search results
are expected to be fast enough to
enable updated results on each
keystroke in most circumstances.

2.1

As per requirement.

NFR-8

Search for Desktop Graphing Tool graph files
in network drives, from within Desktop
Graphing Tool, should perform as follows:
Once all data is loaded (which commences as

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Requirement ID

Requirement

Rationale

Release Solution Notes

soon as Desktop Graphing Tool application is
started and may take 15-30 seconds):
Search results are returned in less than 500
milliseconds for each:
 5000 graphs.
 Where each graph contains an
average of 2.5 revisions.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS – EXCEL INTEGRATION

8.1 Sources for Data Sets
Requirement ID

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

An Desktop Graphing
Tool user can construct
a data set from multiple
ranges in a single Excel
worksheet.

Currently an interim data
worksheet is required in order to
construct a data set for Desktop
Graphing Tool. By allowing this
functionality, we reduce the need
to produce the interim worksheet.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3 and
section 4.4 for more information

Currently an interim data
worksheet is required in order to
construct a data set for Desktop
Graphing Tool. By allowing this
functionality, we reduce the need
to produce the interim worksheet.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3 and
section 4.4 for more information

EI-1-2

An Desktop Graphing
Tool user can construct
a data set from multiple
ranges across multiple
Excel worksheets.

Currently an interim data
worksheet is required in order to
construct a data set for Desktop
Graphing Tool. By allowing this
functionality, we reduce the need
to produce the interim worksheet.

High

2.1

As per requirement (duplicates EI-1-2). Please see
section 4.3 and section 4.4 for more information.

EI-1-3

An Desktop Graphing
Tool user can construct
a data set from multiple
ranges across multiple
Excel workbooks.

Allows linking to a specific range in
most cases even if it is moved –
e.g. if a new column is inserted, the
named range will still point to the
desired column.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3.2 for
more information.

EI-1-4

An Desktop Graphing
Tool user can specify a
named range in an Excel
worksheet when
constructing a data set.

IT currently use pivot tables as data
for constructing graphs.

Medium

2.1

EI-1-5

An Desktop Graphing
Tool user can construct
a data set from an Excel
pivot table.

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3.2 for
more information.

EI-1-1

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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8.2 Linked Excel References
Requirement ID

EI-2-1

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

High

2.1

This will be displayed in the link manager.

Desktop Graphing Tool
will display linked Excel
range references to the
user by default.

Currently range references are
available by hovering over the
Excel link selector or by going to
the Code panel, and this means
the user continually needs to click
or hover their mouse to see
critical information which should
be readily available.

A separate linked Excel
range reference will be
displayed for each data
series.

As there are requirements to
allow multiple ranges in future,
these will need to be displayed
also.

High

2.1

This information will be displayed in the link manager.
For more information please see section 4.2

The information
displayed will include at
least:
1. Workbook; and
2. Worksheet; and
3. Cell range.
EI-2-2
For example if the user
has selected 3 data
series from a single
worksheet, there will be
3 range references
displayed.
Note that long
references which do not
fit on screen may need
to be summarised by
[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Requirement ID

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

Improves productivity and saves
mouse clicks by not having to
navigate to the file and open it
manually.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Double-clicking a link in the Data
Link Manager will open the Excel Link Editor and the
linked data in Excel.

Two users cannot modify an Excel
workbook at the same time. Refer
to 1.3.2.

High

2.1

As per requirement.

EI-2-4

Linked Excel data will be
opened in write (edit)
mode unless the
workbook is opened for
writing by another user.
In this case it will be
opened in read-only
mode.

The user should be alerted as early
as possible in order to avoid
making changes which need to be
discarded later, upon attempting
to save.

High

?

This notification may be provided by Excel if Desktop
Graphing Tool cannot access the required information.

EI-2-5

When linked Excel data
is opened in read-only
mode because another
user has the workbook
open for writing,
Desktop Graphing Tool
will indicate that the file
is open in read-only
mode.

By indicating which user has the
workbook open, the current user
may be able to request it to be
closed if it’s not being actively

High

2.1?

EI-2-6

When linked Excel data
is opened in read-only
mode because another
user has the workbook

This will be completed on a best-effort basis due to high
complexity and low business value. If not completed,
the default Excel behaviour will be in place.

Desktop Graphing Tool
(e.g. using “…”).

EI-2-3

A user can interact with
each displayed Excel
range reference to open
the corresponding
linked data in Excel.
For example, by double
clicking on the reference
to bring up the linked
Excel data.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Requirement ID

Requirement

Rationale

open for writing,
Desktop Graphing Tool
will indicate which user
has the file open for
writing.

used.

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

Desktop Graphing Tool
will display the user’s
name in the format
provided to it by
Windows Active
Directory.

8.3 Static and Dynamic Excel Ranges
Requirement
ID

EI-3-1

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

For each data series, the
Desktop Graphing Tool
user will be able to select
a range of data which is
static – i.e. the range
reference itself does not
change unless the user
updates it.

As per current functionality. Useful
with non time-series data. Gives
users full control of the range (no
dynamic changes).

High

2.1

Users can update the source data of a graph by using
the Excel Link Editor. See Section 4.3 for more
information.

Note that the Excel data
may change and this can
change the graph, but the
range reference will
remain the same.
[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Requirement
ID

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

For each data series, the
user will be able to
indicate that a range of
data may be vertically
expandable (and
therefore not static).

This will save the user from
adjusting the range reference
every time a row is added. Useful
with time series data.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3.4 for more
information.

This will save the user from
adjusting the range reference
every time a column is added.
Useful with quarterly data when
quarters are added horizontally.

High

Deferred

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3.4 for more
information.

EI-3-2
The system will then
expand the range
reference automatically to
accommodate new rows
added to the referenced
Excel worksheet.
For each data series, the
user will be able to
indicate that a range of
data may be horizontally
expandable (and
therefore not static).

EI-3-3

The system will then
expand the range
reference automatically to
accommodate new
columns added to the
referenced Excel
worksheet.
Note that the system
should differentiate
between data blocks on a
single worksheet and only
expand columns if they
are within the selected

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Requirement
ID

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

This will save the user from
adjusting the range reference
every time a column is added.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3.4 for more
information.

Scaling is often used in graphs
when wishing to display data in a
different format.

High

Deferred

Out of scope.

data block.

EI-3-4

EI-3-5

The user is able to
indicate that a range of
data may be
simultaneously both
horizontally and vertically
expandable.
Desktop Graphing Tool
will provide the ability to
use a custom scaling
factor for each data
series. This can be used to
multiple or divide the data
for that data series.
For example, a factor of
0.001 will display
thousands instead of
millions. Or a factor of 100
will display 0.03 as 3 when
a percentage is desired.

For example the user may wish to
display millions as thousands of
thousands. So 1,000,000 is rather
displayed as 1000 lots of
thousands. Likewise the user may
wish to display a percentage value,
so 0.03 will display as 3%.
This eliminates the need for an
interim sheet when scale
adjustments are required.
In the majority of cases time-series
data will benefit from vertical
expansion, therefore to save clicks
this should be selected by default.

High

2.1

EI-3-6

A data series which uses
time-series data should by
default have vertical
expansion selected.

This will be completed on a best-effort basis due to
high complexity and low business value. If not
completed, users will need to select Range Expansion:
Down when creating the Excel link (see 0).

In the majority of cases data will
not use horizontal expansion,
therefore to save clicks this should
not be selected by default.

High

2.1

As per requirement.

EI-3-7

Horizontal expansion
should not be selected by
default.

EI-3-8

A user should be able to
enable and disable

The user should not be restricted
as to how many times they can

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3.4 for more
information.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Requirement
ID

EI-3-9

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

vertical expansion at any
time.

enable or disable this vertical
and/or horizontal expansion.

A user should be able to
enable and disable
horizontal expansion at
any time.

The user should not be restricted
as to how many times they can
enable or disable this option.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3.4 for more
information.

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

Once a linked range
reference is defined in
Desktop Graphing Tool,
the user will be able to
edit the reference without
reconstructing it from
scratch.

Currently once a link is defined
there is no way to edit it, it must
always be reconstructed from
scratch. This neither efficient nor
productive.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3 for more
information.

Some users who know their
spreadsheets well will save clicks
and time by adjusting a reference
without the need to open the file.

High

2.1

It will be possible to manually edit a range reference in
the Excel Link Editor.

8.4 Excel Range Editing
Requirement
ID

EI-4-1

For example, to modify
the cell range.

EI-4-2

A user will be able to edit
a range reference without
opening Excel, by
modifying the Excel range
reference text manually.

The Excel file will be opened along with the Excel Link
Editor anyway however, to save time for the majority
of cases where it will be needed.

This will be in the
same/similar format to
Excel using workbook,
[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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Requirement
ID

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

When users prefer to adjust
references visually, the range
selector will be useful.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.3.2 for more
information.

worksheet and cell range.

EI-4-3

A user will be able to edit
a range reference by
selecting cells with a range
selector. The selector will
be similar to the selector
used in Excel.

8.5 Data Snapshots
Requirement ID

Requirement

Desktop Graphing Tool will
save a snapshot of the last
data read from a graph file’s
linked data set, within the
graph file itself.
EI-5-1

The Desktop Graphing Tool
user can therefore view
and/or modify the graph
without refreshing the latest
data from linked Excel
workbooks.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

A user will be able to open a graph
file and see the graph with the last
known data, without requiring
access to the data itself.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.6.3 for more
information.

This can be useful for:
1. Archiving a graph with
historical data in the EDR
without needing to
archive any referenced
Excel workbooks.
2. Allowing Graphing Support
or other teams to view
and troubleshoot a graph
without sending them
sensitive data.
3. Updating visual elements
of a graph without
affecting the historical or
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Requirement ID

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

Since Desktop Graphing Tool will be
retaining the snapshot by default, a
mechanism is required to allow
refreshing of data upon opening
the graph file.

High

2.1

As per requirement but only if the graph is in
unlocked mode. Please see section 4.6.1 for more
information.

The user should be able to modify
visual elements of the graph
regardless of which version of data
is available.

High

2.1

As per requirement. Please see section 4.6.3 for more
information.

EI-5-3

If the user selects not to
refresh data of a graph, they
can still modify the graph (but
not the data) using the last
known (snapshot) data.

Desktop Graphing Tool needs to
continuously update the snapshot
once the user indicates it should
refresh the data.

High

2.1

As per requirement but only if the graph is in
unlocked mode. Please see section 4.6.1 for more
information.

EI-5-4

If the user selects to refresh
the data of the graph, the
graph will then save this
refreshed data as the new
snapshot in the graph file. The
user can modify the graph as
per usual process.

Teams have indicated they may
need a mechanism to update the
data of the graph file once it is
already opened.

High

2.1

As per requirement but only if the graph is in
unlocked mode. Please see section 4.6.1 for more
information.

current data.
Desktop Graphing Tool will
prompt the user to refresh the
data of a graph upon opening
the graph.
EI-5-2
This will only occur if different
data is found in linked Excel
workbooks than exists in the
graph.

The user should have a
mechanism to update the data
of the graph after opening the
file.
EI-5-5
The details of this are to be
determined at a later stage
once a prototype is provided
to the business units.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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available (e.g. upon generating the
graph, or by a manual update
button), and it was agreed during
workshops the best way forward is
to prototype the functionality.
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Requirement ID

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

Then we can make a decision at a
later point what will be delivered
based on what is desired and what
is achievable in the timeframes.

8.6 Excel Add-In (DEFERRED)

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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9

TRANSITIONAL REQUIREMENTS – EXCEL INTEGRATION

Requirement ID

EI-TR-1

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

Graphs saved using the
existing Excel range
referencing system will be
automatically converted on
loading to use the new Excel
link specification.

The existing Excel linking system will be
replaced with the new model and an
automatic conversion process will be
required to support backwards
compatibility.

High

2.1

As per requirement.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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10 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS – EXCEL INTEGRATION
Requirement ID

Requirement

Rationale

Priority

Release

Solution Notes

There will be no size limit
for reading data from
Excel linked workbooks.

Currently Mathematica imposes a 2MB
Excel file limit.

High

2.1

EI-NFR-1

No artificial limits will be placed. Upper limit
will be limited by Windows OS.

Currently Mathematica read times are
slow resulting in poor performance.

High

2.1

As per requirement.

EI-NFR-2

Excel data will be opened
and read in a timeframe
less than or equal to 120%
of the time taken for Excel
to open the same data.

The data stored in the file cannot be
opened and read by a user in an editor
(e.g. Notepad).

High

2.1

EI-NFR-3

Snapshot data saved in an
Desktop Graphing Tool file
will be stored in encrypted
format.

The snapshot data is within the part of the
file that is encrypted to prevent tampering.
See section 3.3.

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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11 APPENDIX
11.1 Requirements-Solution Matrix
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11.2 Scope Items Traceability Matrix
Storage Solution
1.1

File Saving - Default location for file saving should be specified in user preferences

1.2

File Editing - User can assign user-specified tags to a graph revision

1.3

File Loading - Graph file should be write-locked upon opening write-enabled

1.4

File Loading - User should be notified if graph file is locked by another user

1.5

File Browsing - Graph files should support Windows thumbnail images

1.6

File Menu - Display list of recently used graph files

1.7

File Menu - Add menu item to copy full file path to clipboard for linking

1.8

File Searching - Review performance & create search cache if required

1.9

Graph Revisions

In
Scope
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y

In
Solution
Y

See Section

Y
Y

3.8
3.8

Y
Y
Y
Y

3.2
3.2
3.5.2
3.9

Y
N
Y

Y

3.11

Y

3.11

Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y

4
0

Y

0

Y

Y

0

Y

Y

4.6

3.5.4

Application Usability
2.1

Export All - Add graph file location as one of the default export folders for the graph

2.2

User Preferences - Ability to set and distribute departmental user-preferences

2.3

User Preferences - Ability for user to view and edit user preferences

Excel Integration
3.1

Excel Data Model - Support Excel data source references in data object model

3.2

Excel Linking - Ability to construct a data set with one or more Excel ranges

3.3

Excel Linking - Ability to apply a scaling factor to each series in the data set

3.4

Excel Linking - Ability to set a data series to auto-expand horizontally if the used range
has grown
Excel Linking - Ability to set a data series to auto-expand vertically if the used range
has grown
Data Snapshots - Ability for a user to switch between snapshot (static) and linked data

3.5
3.6

Excel Add-In
4.1

Excel Add-In - Ability to select a range and then create a Desktop Graphing Tool graph
within Excel

[Some details have been changed or obscured in this document]
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